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fear of sliding into ruts or other I rail pitfalls. 
The 3.00-21 in. trials lire, however, is a bit narrow for 

really rough going. In mud, the narrow tire causes the front 
end to plow. In sand washes, the tire tracks in ruts and is 
reluctant 10 carve its way out. Substitution of a knobby 
preferably a 3.50.21, should cure all of these problems. ' 

A 4.00-18 comes standard on the rear. While this trials 
pattern lire is an excellent choice for all-round riding, those 
spending most of their time on trails will probably change to a 
knobby. Keep in mind, however, that knobbies are not ideal 
for all types of terrain. If you spend a good deal of time on 
paved roads, avoid them. 

As far as handling and performance changes go, that's about 
it. But there have been several detail modifications worthy or 
comment. 

The most beneficial of these is a new air cleaner element 
design. The inner surface of the element is still wet, polyure
thane foam, but the outer portion is now covered with a 
porous fuzzy material. This fuzz provides more surface area, 
which lessens the chance of clogging and helps shed water 
before it saturates the inner foam area. 

The new element is housed in a compact still air box 

located under the seat. Air is drawn in toward the back and 
four easily removed screws allow the Lop 10 be taken off for 
servicing of the element. 

Remaining modifications are concerned with stricter licens
ing standards. Turn signals continue to be standard and last 
year, battery capacity was increased 10 3 amp/hour to drive 
them. While on the subject of turn signals, 11 must be noted 
that the rear units will be damaged beyond repair almost every 
time the bike is laid down off-road. Fortunately, their removal 
and reinstallation is a snap. 

In addition, there are amber side reflectors on the forks, 
and additional rear facing red reflectors mounted to the 
taillight bracket. Taken in total, this assortment of required 
paraphernalia accounts for approx1ma1ely 35 lb. of excess 
weight. There is simply no way to be completely legal and 
light at the same time. 

Because of these added legal requirements, and because of 
Yamaha's reluctance to redesign the frame, the DT3 comes 
across quite differently than that original "do everything" 
machine. 

Instead of being part racer, the DT3 offers totally reliable 
off-road transportation. It's ideal for traveling 10 some far-off 
ndge ... just to see what's on the other stde l!!I 
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